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SASCHA

 

SASCHA Dominator 78, is the first of a new yacht generation which sets a turn-about in the designing philosophy of the Yard, a result of the close
collaboration between the Designers of Team 4 Design from Venice and the Engineering Group of the Yard. The Designers went all out in their

work, on a strongly innovative path as regards the Dominator tradition, succeeding in combining various fundamental aspects for the success of a
top level yacht: modern and captivating lines, innovative and unique solutions, wide rooms and excellent living comfort both inside and outside the
yacht and on the Fly bridge. The wide salon offers a breathtaking view of the sea through its huge windows that have been designed to reduce the
sense of enclosure integrating inside with the surrounding environments. Luxury motor yacht SASCHA can accommodate 8 guests in 2 double and
2 twin cabins. The Owner’s cabin is modern and offers generous space which is completed by the use of natural light throughout, and boasts a ‘his

and hers’ bathroom, connected by a wide shower room in the middle and a generous wardrobe space. The elegant VIP cabin and the two twin
Guest cabins are beautifully furnished and have their own private bathroom with the showers fitted with crystal doors. In the lobby of the sleeping
quarters there is a wardrobe with shelves for linen and a fridge bar. The Fly bridge is wide, with a large living area with a settee, a table for 8 and

comfortable sundeck.

Length Guests Cabins Crew King Queen Single Double Twin Pullman
24 m 8 4 3 - 2 - - 2 -
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http://www.cyabrochure.com/eb/836/odbX/3881/4/9/


Flying bridge Helm station

Saloon Formal dining area
Accommodations:
M/Y Sascha can accommodate 8 guests in 4 cabins: 2 double and 2 twin.
The Owner cabin is modern and offers generous space which is complimented by the use of natural light throughout, also boasts a ‘his and hers’
bathroom, connected by a wide shower room in the middle and a generous wardrobe space. The elegant VIP cabin and the two Twin Guest cabins
are beautifully furnished and have their own private bathroom with the showers fitted with crystal doors. In the lobby of the sleeping quarters there is
a wardrobe with shelves for linen and a fridge bar.

 

Master cabin VIP Cabin



Master Bathroom Twin cabin
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